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Fun Facts!
Tabasco sauce is aged in barrels previously used for
Jack Daniel's Tennessee Whiskey.
The Himalayan Goji berry has more iron than steak, more vita
min C than oranges and more beta carotene than carrots.
Sleeping on the job is acceptable in Japan. It is viewed as
exhaustion from working hard. Some people fake it to look
committed to their job.
While it took the radio 38 years, and the television a short 13
years, it took the World Wide Web only 4 years to reach 50
million users.
The Dvorak keyboard is more efficient than QWERTY. 20
times faster, in fact.
It would take about 1,200,000 mosquitoes to fully drain the
average human body of blood.
The inventor of Vaseline ate a spoonful of the stuff every morning!

Free Software Download of the Month
Wise Registry Cleaner
To decrease the likelihood of causing problems, it allows you to backup the registry before you start and (by default) ignores
areas where most registry tricks are played. I caution against changing the default settings unless you have a good understanding of the registry and how applications use it.
What's it for? - The effectiveness of registry cleaning is controversial and can lead to the need to completely re-install
windows, but for computer savvy users it may help reduce potential conflicts from the leftovers of a few kinds of uninstalled
software.
Click here to download

Something For Mac Users
Avast! Free Antivirus
Avast has steadily been improving its detection rates over the past few years and now ranks with the some of the best.
It has the most features of all the free antivirus with full real-time capabilities including web, e-mail, IM, P2P and network
shields, boot-time scanning, and a behavioural blocker.
The new version brings even more features including an internet site ratings plugin, script malware protection and a limited
(non-configurable) sandboxing feature. Although the sandbox is a very useful semi-automated security feature, the default
settings involves a pop up to ask whether a software should be sandboxed for not. Lastly Avast is relatively light on
resources.
Click here to download

ABOUT US
Stezzi Direct Inc. been serving the Atlanta business community for over 25 years. We have been providing turnkey direct
mail services as well well as ala carte Printing, Data Processing; Lists; Inkjet and Laser personalization; and all Mailing
Services. Whether it's business cards or postcards, we have the equipment onsite to get the job done for you at wholesale
prices.
We have recently gone "Digital", so we can also print high quality, quick turn, short run, color work at very reasonable
prices.
We supply Mailing Lists, CASS Certification, Database Management and USPS Required Verification. Turnkey Direct Mail
Programs, 2 High Speed Jet Printers, 6 Automatic Inserters for #10 and 9 X 12 Envelopes & High Speed Tabbing. Web,
Sheet and Digital presses give us an edge.
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